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social attitudes. Hutchins10 used a special technique, the
"situation schedule/' to help eighth grade pupils, their teach-
ers, and their mothers to evaluate the pupils7 cooperative tend-
encies in a selected group of home, school, and play group
situations. Teachers and pupils answered questions pertain-
ing to five school situations; mothers, teachers, and pupils, to
five play situations; and, in a personal home visit and inter-
view, mothers gave their opinions on probable behavior in five
home situations.11
A composite summary showed that, on the whole, children
think they are more cooperative in home and play situations
than their mothers and teachers think they are, and more
cooperative in school than their teachers think they are.
Although the situation schedule was judged to be limited
in efficiency in estimating the degree of cooperation shown in
home, school, and play situations, its use may increase adults'
awareness of the need to educate children in cooperation (1)
by making it possible for the child to cooperate, and (2) by
helping him know that his cooperation is desired.
A second question considered in this study was whether the
.school provides adequate opportunities for pupils to cooper-
ate. The same children and their teachers were questioned
as to opportunities made in their school for pupil participa-
tion. Twenty activities which cross-sectioned those of the
school were selected for analysis. Among other discoveries it
was found that the school offers opportunity for cooperating
in such tangible ways as assuming responsibility for cleanli-
. ness and neatness in classrooms, restrooms, and corridors; that
pupils recognize that they have opportunity to cooperate by
"belonging to school clubs/7 "helping to plan homeroom pro-
grams/' and "helping to plan Home Arts and Industrial Arts
classes/' Other parts of the school program which offer some
10 Margaret Hutchins, Cooperative Tendencies of Eighth Grade Children
in the Ithaca Junior High School, doctoral thesis, Cornell University, Ithaca,
N. Y., 1943.
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